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#WeekofVocTech
The Week of VocTech is a free programme of online 
events to explore the role of digital technology in 
vocational training and to celebrate its impact on 
learners, employers, training providers and society as a 
whole.

This highly interactive week will unite trainers, learning 
providers, developers, investors, funders and policy 
makers over five days of networking, interactive sessions 
and celebration of ‘what works’ in financing, developing 
and deploying VocTech.

The Week of VocTech 2021 provides the perfect 
opportunity to be inspired by how digital solutions are 
transforming the lives of adult learners across the UK, to 
share experiences, ideas and network with others who 
have a passion for vocational learning.

Visit www.WeekofVocTech.co.uk for full event details
and to register for events.

We are incredibly excited about the 
upcoming Week of VocTech. Ufi works 
with many fantastic organisations, 
and the week of events is the perfect 
opportunity for us to help spread the 
word about the amazing work they do, 
and how this work transforms the lives 
of so many people.

We encourage everyone who works or 
has an interest in skills for work and 
adult education to join us for what 
promises to be an inspiring
and fascinating week of events.

Rebecca Garrod-Waters, CEO
Ufi VocTech Trust

“

 ”
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Monday 15 November
100% for Impact
3pm - 4pm
www.weekofvoctech.co.uk/events/100-percent-for-impact

How can you invest to support your mission and still pay the bills?

This session will look at some of the opportunities and questions 
surrounding impact investment from a legal, practical and fiduciary 
perspective. Attendees will hear from a panel of industry experts 
and executives who’ve adopted impact investing within their own 
organisations, and will be able to share their own thoughts and 
experiences through Q+A.

Our panellists

Paul Blyth
ESG and
Impact Investor

Luke Fletcher
Partner,
Bates Wells

Paolo Fresia
Investment 
Director, 100% 
Sustainability; and 
Vice-Chair, Ufi 
VocTech Trust

Rebecca Garrod-
Waters
CEO,
Ufi VocTech Trust

Danyal Sattar
Chief Executive, 
Big Issue Invest 

Danielle Walker 
Palmour
Director,
Friends Provident 
Foundation

Monday 15 November
The VocTech Podcast Live
11am - 11:45pm
www.weekofvoctech.co.uk/events/the-voctech-podcast-live

Join us as we kick off the next series of The VocTech Podcast with a LIVE 
episode recording on Tech for Good. We’ll be celebrating some of the best 
applications of technology in and for the workplace. Join us to watch the 
recording live. #voctechpodcast

Our guests
Sophie Bailey, Founder and Host, The Edtech Podcast (Host)

Dr. Andrea Cullen, Lead Tutor & Co-founder, CAPSLOCK – an online 
cyber security professional training programme, where you don’t pay 
a penny until you get hired. Created by University Cyber lecturers who 
wanted to provide something better and more accessible, currently re-
training Taxi-drivers, Dancers, and Stay-at-home Dad’s in the world of 
cyber to fill the skills gap in names like the BBC.

Mark Baxter, Technical Director and Co-Founder, Digitalnauts – an 
immersive learning programme and in-system assessment platform for 
upskilling across industry including the construction, Naval, and energy 
sectors.

Diane Morgan, Director of Talent, Zinc VC – Zinc brings together the 
brightest minds to build and scale a brand new way to solve the most 
important societal problems faced by the developed world.
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Tuesday 16 November
Technology and learning for a society 
in transition
11am - 12pm
www.weekofvoctech.co.uk/events/technology-and-learning-for-a-
society-in-transition

Faced with rapid social and economic change, what will vocational 
education look like for employers, learners and institutions in 2030?
In partnership with the RSA.

With a focus on place, the economy and the environment, the session 
features a range of speakers representing organisations at the cutting 
edge of technology and vocational education to discuss what they think 
learning skills for work will look like in 2030.

Our panellists

Anthony Painter
Chief Research 
and Impact 
Officer,
The RSA

Rebecca Garrod-
Waters
CEO,
Ufi VocTech Trust

Aftab Hussain
ILT and Learning 
Resources Centre 
Manager,
Bolton College

Polly Morgan
Programme 
Director,
iDEA Foundation

Joe Wilson
Head of Digital 
Skills,
City of Glasgow 
College

Priya Lakhani OBE
Founder CEO, 
CENTURY Tech

Tuesday 16 November
#WeekofVocTech X #AmplifyFE 
Twitter Showcase
6pm - 7pm
www.weekofvoctech.co.uk/events/weekofvoctech-x-amplifyfe-twitter-
showcase

Join us on Twitter for an evening of exploration and discussion.

Aimed specifically at practitioners including teachers and trainers as well 
as Learning Technologists, IT professionals and managers, this evening 
of Twitter discussion will explore the networks and groups that exist to 
support our professional practice.

Drawing on findings from their Communities of Practice Sector Audit 
Report, we are delighted to share a series of video case-studies 
showcasing innovative examples of skills development and CPD from 
across the AmplifyFE community.

Join the discussion
On Tuesday 16th November, we invite you to join our live twitter chat to 
learn more about the case studies and connect with other professionals 
from across the sector. This is an open conversation, curated and 
supported by AmplifyFE to help you make your voice heard and share your 
experiences of CPD, skills development and peer support.
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Wednesday 17 November
Ufi VocTech Showcase 2021
10am - 12pm
www.weekofvoctech.co.uk/events/ufi-voctech-showcase-2021

An opportunity for the VocTech community to come together and 
celebrate the achievements of its work during the previous 12 months.

A regular fixture in the Ufi calendar, Ufi’s annual VocTech Showcase 
has always been a time for the VocTech community to get together and 
celebrate the achievements of its work during the previous 12 months. 
After a challenging year of accelerated change the need for the VocTech 
community to get together has never been greater.

As well as a look at some of the fantastic work of the organisations we 
support, the event will also offer the opportunity to engage with sector 
leaders and future thinkers through interaction and panel discussions.

We will also be announcing our funding dates and plans for 2022.

1. Data + Ethics
Patrick Dunn, Project Account Manager, Ufi VocTech Trust
Kola Ayonrinde, Data Analyst, Beam
Dr Maren Deepwell, CEO, Association for Learning Technology (ALT) 
Vinit Patel, Co-founder & COO, Filtered.com

2. Assessment
Sophie Bailey, Founder and Host, The Edtech Podcast
Anthony Bravo, Principal, Basingstoke College of Technology, and Trustee, 
Ufi VocTech Trust
Janine Oliver, Head of Assessment Innovation, NCFE
Elizabeth Lawal, Program Manager, INCO Academy UK
Joe Wilson, Head of Digital Skills, City of Glasgow College

4. Future of Work
Julia Tyson, Chief Human Resources Officer, Lloyds; and Trustee, Ufi 
VocTech Trust
Russell Watkins, Co-founder, Sempai
Chris Mallet, Co-founder & CEO, BodySwaps
Don Taylor, Chair of the Learning Technologies Conference and
Network Chair at Emerge Education

Showcase Panel Discussions
As part of the 2021 Showcase attendees will 
have the opportunity to listen to one of the 
following panel discussions.
For further details visit the link above.
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3. Inclusivity
Hilary Stringer, Consultant, Ufi VocTech Trust
Kat Elliott, Technical Lead, Digital Unite
Rick Gibson, CEO, the BGI (British Games Institute)
Andy Turbefield, Head of Quality, Halfords Autocentres
Gary Izunwa, Entrepreneur In Residence, ZINC VC
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Thursday 17 November
Financing the VocTech solutions
of the future
3pm - 4pm
www.weekofvoctech.co.uk/events/financing-the-voctech-solutions-of-
the-future

Has the case for venture investing in digital tech for adult skills come
of age?

In this session, Ufi Ventures brings together a panel of founders, investors 
and industry experts to discuss the latest developments in the adult skills 
development sector, the investment opportunities in vocational technology 
and how businesses and investors can make the most of the recent shift 
towards remote and hybrid working models.

Our panellists

Friday 19 November
Ufi Trustee Roundtable
10am - 11am
www.weekofvoctech.co.uk/events/ufi-trustee-roundtable

An open forum with the Ufi Trustees to find out more about Ufi’s impact, 
future plans and their passion for Ufi’s mission.

This event will provide a unique opportunity to get to know the Ufi 
Trustees, what drives them as individuals, their reflections on 2020 and 
their plans for the future of the Ufi VocTech Trust.

Nick Kind
Senior Director, 
Tyton Partners

Louise Marston
Director of 
Ventures, 
Resolution 
Foundation

Mikhil Raja
Co-Founder & 
CEO,
SonicJobs 

Helen Gironi
Venture Partner, 
Ufi Ventures

Anthony Bravo Alex Cullen Paolo Fresia Dominic Gill

Jeff Greenidge Jon Scott Julia Tyson
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Investment 
Manager,
Ufi Ventures
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Friday 19 November
How can digital technology support 
colleges with lost learning?
2pm - 3pm
www.weekofvoctech.co.uk/events/how-can-digital-technology-support-
colleges-with-lost-learning

Join the Association of Colleges (AoC) and Ufi VocTech Trust to explore 
how digital technology can support colleges, students, and staff catch-up 
on lost vocational learning and reduce the UK’s skills gaps.

As the use of innovative digital technology spreads throughout further 
education colleges, helping students and teachers prepare for the future 
of work, the AoC and Ufi are keen to explore how it can be best used to 
tackle the UK’s growing skills gaps and support students catching-up on 
lost vocational learning.

Our panellists

Louise Rowland
Deputy Chief 
Executive,
Ufi VocTech Trust

David Corke
Director of 
Education and 
Skills Policy, 
Association of 
Colleges

Scott Hayden
Digital Innovation 
Specialist, 
Basingstoke 
College of 
Technology

Bob Howe
Head of Platform 
(Education), 
Advanced 

The Week of VocTech is produced by the Ufi VocTech Trust. We champion the power of digital 
technologies to improve skills for work. You can find out more about us at www.ufi.co.uk.

We are grateful to the following partners for helping deliver events as part of Week of VocTech 2021:
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